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Abstract: We have developed a colorimetric biosensor using a dual platform of gold 

nanoparticles and graphene oxide sheets for the detection of Salmonella enterica. The pres-

ence of the invA gene in S. enterica causes a change in color of the biosensor from its original 

pinkish-red to a light purplish solution. This occurs through the aggregation of the primary 

gold nanoparticles–conjugated DNA probe onto the surface of the secondary graphene oxide–

conjugated DNA probe through DNA hybridization with the targeted DNA sequence. Spectro-

photometry analysis showed a shift in wavelength from 525 nm to 600 nm with 1 µM of DNA 

target. Specificity testing revealed that the biosensor was able to detect various serovars of the 

S. enterica while no color change was observed with the other bacterial species. Sensitivity 

testing revealed the limit of detection was at 1 nM of DNA target. This proves the effectiveness 

of the biosensor in the detection of S. enterica through DNA hybridization.

Keywords: biosensor, DNA hybridization, DNA probe, gold nanoparticles, graphene oxide, 

Salmonella enterica

Introduction
The genus Salmonella belongs to the family Enterobacteriaceae, which is characterized 

by Gram-negative, rod-shaped, nonspore-forming, motile facultative anaerobes.1 There 

are only two Salmonella species, Salmonella bongori and Salmonella enterica, of 

which there are more than 2,400 serovars.2 Salmonella causes four major human dis-

eases, including enteric fever, gastroenteritis, bacteremia, and chronic asymptomatic 

carriage.3,4 Notably, salmonellosis represents a major global health issue, with 21 million  

cases of typhoid fever and 1.3 million cases of gastroenteritis estimated per year.5,6 

Outbreaks are commonly associated with eggs, raw milk, fruits, vegetables, and poul-

try (as well as other meats).7,8 Therefore, food contamination by Salmonella spp. has 

become a worldwide concern. If the source of contamination is not found and treated, 

this would cause an epidemic in the general population. Thus, the serious implication 

of S. enterica infection would also be felt in the economy as the workforce efficiency 

would be drastically reduced.9,10

In view of this matter, the development of detection tools has been a top priority 

in the last decade for identification of S. enterica for the express purpose of prevent-

ing an epidemic.11 Thus, the current method of S. enterica identification consists of 

traditional method of cell culture counting to the more advanced techniques such as 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay,12 polymerase chain reaction (PCR),13,14 and real-

time PCR15,16 with limit of detections at 103–104 CFU/mL (enzyme-linked immunosor-

bent assay), 1.5–2.0 pg/µL of genomic DNA (PCR), and 40–50 fg/PCR of genomic 

DNA (real-time PCR). Newer tools and kits using biosensor and electrochemical 

sensors based on antigen–antibody interaction and DNA hybridization have recently 
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been introduced and marketed as point-of-care devices.17,18 

These advancements provide better sensitivity with a faster 

rate of detection. The use of nanoparticles such as gold has 

further improved its sensitivity and provides a new means of 

detection through direct visualization.19 The use of DNA and 

gold nanoparticles (Au NP) simultaneously have led to the 

development of a class of colorimetric biosensors in which 

detection results are readily observed from the test kit rather 

than to use further equipment for visualization purposes.20,21 

This in turn greatly reduces the overall cost for the detection 

of S. enterica.

Based on our previous work from the study of colorimet-

ric detection of DNA hybridization based on a dual platform 

of Au NP and graphene oxide (GO),22 which was a prove 

of concept experimentation on the use of multiple types of 

nanoparticle in colorimetric detection. We have improved on 

it to be used in an application phase by developing a rapid 

endpoint visualization tool to be used in conjunction with 

PCR rather than the more common agarose gel electropho-

resis. The system has been modified for the detection of the 

invA gene, which is highly conserved in all serovars of the S. 

enterica23 as compared to the previous study in which DNA 

hybridization was achieved with both 22-bp DNA sequences 

of modified probe and conjugated target. Thus, this current 

biosensor system functions through the detection of a 148-bp 

gene sequence acquired through PCR amplification. The 

biosensor functions through DNA hybridization between the 

targeted invA genes and the dual-probe sequences used when 

they are complementary to each other. The dual nanoparticle 

platforms of Au NP and GO function as the color change and 

binding components. Through its surface plasmon resonance 

properties of Au NP, the color of the biosensor could be 

manipulated by controlling the distance between nanopar-

ticles in the event of DNA hybridization.24 GO through its 

numerous surface modifications and transparent nature pro-

vides the ideal platform for the aggregation and binding of the 

Au NP while allowing future modification to be conducted 

through molding of its shape and size for the development 

of lateral flow devices.25 Thus, from a proof of concept from 

the previous study, we have successfully applied a working 

model biosensor that is specific to the detection of S. enterica 

through PCR amplification without the need to run agarose 

gel electrophoresis. The novelty of this biosensor design is 

that the unmodified targeted gene sequence acquired from 

spike food samples acts as a cross-linker between the Au NP 

and GO probes, which induces an observable color change 

when both nanoparticles are brought together. In essence, this 

is one of the first developed endpoint detection system that is 

specific to DNA sequences using two nanoparticle platforms. 

Thus, this system could ideally replace the more common 

agarose gel electrophoresis, which has multiple drawbacks of 

a much longer detection rate, requiring complex procedures 

and materials at a higher cost. The biosensor provides a rapid 

visualization result straight after the PCR amplification at a 

fraction of the cost and effort. The potential adaptability of 

the biosensor is limitless as the detection probes could be 

modified to identify various other desired gene sequences.

Materials and methods
chemicals and instruments
1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide, N-hydroxy 

sulfosuccinimide, dithiothreitol, N,N-dimethylformamide, 

potassium permanganate, sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid 

(H
3
PO

4
), and Luria Bertani agar were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate, triso-

dium citrate, and graphite flakes were purchased from 

Acros Organics (USA). Immobilization and purification of 

the modified oligonucleotide probes onto the nanoparticle 

platforms was done using NAP-10 sephadex columns (G-25, 

GE Healthcare) and with a high-speed centrifuge (MIKRO 

220R, HETTICH). Wavelength scan analyses of the biosen-

sor with variable DNA targets were done using a UV–visible 

spectrophotometer (EVO300-PC, Thermo Scientific), while 

microscopic imaging was performed using a high-resolution 

transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, JEM 2100F, 

JEOL). DNA target amplification was done using a Mastercy-

cler ep gradient S (Eppendorf, USA). The visual observation 

of the biosensor device through color change was captured 

through the use of a professional-grade full-frame digital 

single-lens reflex camera (D4, Nikon).

Oligonucleotide probe and target
The oligonucleotide probes used were designed in-house 

based on the sequence of the invA gene obtained from 

S. enterica. The probes consist of two oligonucleotide 

sequences of 74 bp each with modifications at their respec-

tive tail ends. The primary probe was conjugated to the Au 

NP through modification of its 5′ end with a thiol group. 

The secondary probe was conjugated to the GO through 

amide linkages on its 3′ end. Both modified oligonucleotide 

probes were purchased from Bioneer Corporation (South 

Korea). The complete sequences of the biosensor probes 

are as listed:

·	 Primary probe: 5′HS–ATCCCTTTGC GAATAACATC 

CTCAACTTCA GCAGATACCA TTACTGCTCG 

TAATTCGCCG CCATTGGCGA ATTT–3′
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·	 Secondary probe: 5′–ATGACAAATA TAACGCGCCA 

TTGCTCCACG AATATGCTCC ACAAGGTTAA 

TGACATCTTT TTCTCTTGGC GCCC–3′H
2
N

The chosen gene target for the Biosensor was a 148-bp 

sequence from the invA gene, which was obtained from 

spiked food samples of S. enterica through PCR amplifi-

cation. Salmonella strains from nine different serovars of  

S. enterica were spiked onto food samples, and DNA 

extraction was done on the food homogenate. PCR was 

used to amplify the invA genes with internal primers. Two 

noncomplementary gene sequences were also used in the 

specificity and sensitivity testing of the biosensors. The cspA 

gene with a sequence length of 139 bp was extracted from 

the S. enterica serovar typhimurium, while the myfA gene 

of 272 bp was extracted from Yersinia enterocolitica.26,27 

Non-Salmonella bacteria samples designated as nonspecific 

targets were also harvested from spiked food samples; these 

samples then underwent a similar DNA extraction method 

and PCR amplification with the invA primers.

synthesis of nanoparticles and probe 
immobilization
The dual platform of Au NP and GO, which are the core com-

ponents of the biosensor, were synthesized and immobilized 

with their respective DNA probes separately. Production of 

the approximately 20-nm Au NP was done using the standard 

protocol of citrate reduction.28 The synthesis of GO was done 

through the improved phosphoric acid method to produce 

high-yield particles rich in oxidative functional groups.29 

Characterizations of the synthesized nanoparticles were done 

through spectrophotometry and electron microscopy. The 

oligonucleotide probe immobilizations onto its respective 

platform were also done separately due to the different chemi-

cal bonds required. The primary probe was conjugated to the 

Au NP through thiol linkages.30 This was achieved through 

its surface modification of thiol group at the 5′ end of the 

probe. The addition of dithiothreitol was done to activate the 

modified oligonucleotide when mixed with 1 mL of Au NP. 

The primary DNA probe-conjugated Au NP (Au NP-DNA) 

was later washed with phosphate buffer to remove impurities 

and stored at room temperature. Conjugation of the amine-

modified secondary probe was done through amide linkages 

with the carboxylic functional group littered on the surface 

of the GO sheets.31 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide and N-hydroxy sulfosuccinimide were used in 

tandem as activation agents to facilitate the conjugation pro-

cess. The secondary DNA probe-conjugated GO (GO-DNA) 

was finally dissolved in a mixture of deionized nanopure H
2
O 

and N,N-dimethylformamide at a ratio of 2:1 in volume to 

prevent precipitation between the GO-DNA probes. Char-

acterizations of both conjugated probes were done through 

spectrophotometry analysis and visual observation in the 

color difference from the unconjugated nanoparticles. Both 

Au NP-DNA and GO-DNA probes were subsequently mixed 

to form the biosensor solution and stored in room temperature 

for later use.

Specificity and sensitivity analysis
Two different criteria were focused in the testing of the 

biosensor, which are specificity and sensitivity. Under speci-

ficity testing, 10 µL of 1 µM DNA target was added into 

40 µL of biosensor solution for every test performed. The 

first criterion of the biosensor was to examine its specific-

ity only to the invA gene. For this, the biosensor was tested 

with a variety of other genes of almost similar length. The 

noncomplementary targets used were the cspA and myfA 

genes. The second criterion was to determine the ability of 

the biosensor to detect the presence of multiple serovars of 

S. enterica. Thus, nine serovars of S. enterica were chosen 

to be tested with the biosensor. The ability to distinguish 

between the targeted bacteria and the other bacterial species 

was the final criterion under specificity to be tested. Nine 

different bacterial species were chosen and tested with the 

biosensor. Serial dilution method was used in the sensitivity 

detection phase of the biosensor. The target DNA samples 

were diluted sequentially from a stock concentration of 1 µM 

into 11 samples. The target DNA concentrations were set at 

0.5 µM, 0.25 µM, 0.125 µM, 62.5 nM, 31.25 nM, 15.62 nM, 

7.81 nM, 3.91 nM, 1.96 nM, 0.98 nM, and 0.49 nM. Ten 

microliters of the gene target of differing concentration was 

added separately into a 40-µL biosensor solution for testing. 

Characterization of both specificity and sensitivity testing 

was done through agarose gel electrophoresis, spectropho-

tometry analysis, and visual observation of the biosensor 

solution. HRTEM imaging was also employed to observe the 

shape and interaction of the biosensor with the addition of 

the DNA target. The experiments were repeated four times 

to ensure reproducibility.

Results and discussion
analysis of biosensor functionalization
The principle and inner workings of the biosensor are illus-

trated in detail in Figure 1A–G. The fabrication of the biosen-

sor was done first through the production of its dual detection 

platform. Approximately, 20 nm of Au NP primary platform 

was synthesized through the conventional Turkevich method 
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Figure 1 graphical representation of the biosensor in the detection of Salmonella enterica.
Notes: (A) Production of au NP using the Turkevich method. (B) synthesis of gO nanosheets through the improved phosphoric acid technique. (C) Primary DNa probe 
conjugation to au NP through thiol linkages. (D) secondary DNa probe conjugation to gO through amide bonding. (E) Both detection platforms are mixed together to 
form the total biosensor solution. (F) The complementary invA gene target is introduced into the biosensor solution after amplification through polymerase chain reaction. 
(G) The introduction of the complementary DNA target causes the aggregation of the Au NP-DNA onto the surface of the GO-DNA sheet through hybridization in which 
the DNA target acts as a cross-linker for both detection platforms.
Abbreviations: au NP, gold nanoparticle; gO, graphene oxide.

through the use of trisodium citrate as an oxidizing and dis-

persion agent.28 The Au NP was later conjugated with the 

primary probe through the use of dithiothreitol, thus forming 

the color-changing platform of the biosensor.30 The secondary 

platform, which consists of GO sheets, was synthesized by 

using the improved phosphoric acid method producing highly 

oxidative nanoparticles.29 The secondary probe was conju-

gated onto the surface of the GO sheets through amide bonds 

with the assistance of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide and N-hydroxy sulfosuccinimide.31 Thus, this 

GO-DNA would represent the aggregation platform of the 

biosensor. The mechanism of the biosensor, as illustrated in 

Figure 1A–G, functions through the detection of a specific 

gene target. In this experiment, the chosen DNA strand was 

a sequence of the invA gene found in the S. enterica sp. The 

invA gene plays a prominent role in the type III secretion 

system,32 where it encodes the formation of syringe-like 

structures for the transfer of bacterial protein into the host 

intestinal mucosal cells. The gene target is detected through 

hybridization that occurs between the dual oligonucleotide 
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probes of the biosensor. The invA gene acts as a cross-linker 

between the free-floating dual platforms within the biosensor 

solution. If the DNA target is complementary to the detection 

probes, this would result in the hybridization between the 

probe and target. This in turn would cause both free-floating 

nanoparticle platforms to be brought together. The Au NP-

DNA would be aggregated closely onto the surface of the GO-

DNA through hybridization between the cross-linker DNA 

targets in detection. With the distance between individual 

Au NP drastically reduced on the surface of the GO sheet, 

this changes the surface plasmon resonance of the Au NP.33 

Through visual observation this would appear as a prominent 

color change from pinkish-red to a light purplish solution. 

If a noncomplementary DNA sequence was introduced into 

the biosensor system, hybridization between the probes and 

target would not occur due to the nature of complementari-

ness between oligonucleotides. The resulting electrostatic 

charge between the platforms and the target would cause the 

individual particles distancing between each other due to the 

increase in the same charge particles (single-stranded DNAs 

are highly negative charged) causing the van der Waals force 

of repulsion to increase.33 In terms of visual observation, no 

change in the color of the biosensor would be detected.

Quantitative measurement and characterization of the bio-

sensor was done through the use of spectrophotometry analy-

sis. This method was used as it showed the shift in wavelength 

peak as the color of the biosensor changes with the detection 

of the target gene. In the analysis, the biosensor was tested 

with the addition of complementary and noncomplementary 

gene targets obtained through PCR amplification (Figure 2). 

The complementary target used was based on the sequence 

of the invA gene. Two noncomplementary sequences were 

chosen with the first being the cspA gene, which is 139 bp in 

length. The gene functions through the production of certain 

proteins to ensure normal cellular metabolism in the event of 

a sudden temperature drop.34 This gene is commonly found 

in all S. enterica spp., and it is almost similar in length to the 

invA gene. This makes an ideal experimental comparison 

to test the effectiveness of the biosensor in distinguishing 

its intended gene target from a similar bacterial source. 

The second noncomplementary target used was the 272-bp 

myfA gene, which is part of the virulence genes found in the 

Yersinia genus.35 As seen in Figure 2A, with the addition of 

the invA gene target, a shift in wavelength peak was detected 

from an initial at 525 nm to 602 nm, whereas with the addition 

of the noncomplementary cspA and myfA genes, there was no 

shift in the wavelength peak. This in essence showcases the 

highly selective nature of the biosensor toward a specific gene 

target only. A series of four repetitive wavelength analyses 

yielded a relative standard deviation of 8%.

The qualitative characterization of the biosensor is the 

primary method by which the detection of S. enterica was 

done, which is through simple visual observation in the 

change of color of the biosensor solution. In the case of a 

Figure 2 Specificity testing of the biosensor utilizing multiple gene targets.
Notes: (A) Wavelength analysis of the biosensor solution in comparison with the addition of complementary invA gene target and noncomplementary cspA and myfA gene 
targets. (B) Visual observation of the biosensor solution color change with the addition of multiple DNa targets.
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positive detection, the color of the biosensor would change, 

while no color change would be detected if a non-Salmonella 

bacterial spp. was used. Figure 2B clearly indicates with 

the addition of the complementary invA gene target, the 

biosensor solution changes color from pinkish-red to light 

purplish. It was also proven that with the addition of the two 

noncomplementary cspA and myfA gene targets, the biosen-

sor solution remained pinkish-red without any observable 

change (Figure 2B). The use of HRTEM imaging gave us 

a closer perspective on the function of the complementary 

gene target as a cross-linker between both the detection 

platforms of Au NP and GO. As seen, the images show the 

hybridization between the DNA probes and their respective 

gene target causes the close proximity aggregation of the Au 

NP-DNA onto the surface of the GO-DNA sheet (Figure 3). 

This in accordance to the surface plasmon resonance concept 

and causes a shift in wavelength, visualized through a color 

change from pinkish-red to light purplish.36

Specificity analysis
The specificity of the biosensor was measured and character-

ized in two parts. Seeing that the S. enterica spp. consist of 

2,400 serovars, the biosensor was tested with the nine most 

common serovars to be found in contaminated food. The 

invA gene targets from S. typhi, S. typhimurium, S. enteritis, 

S. paratyphi A, S. covallis, S. heidelberg, S. stanley, S. wel-

tevreden, and S. choleraesuis were obtained through PCR 

amplification. Approximately, 10 µL of 0.5 µM of the DNA 

target was separately added into the biosensor solution and 

heated at 95°C for 30 seconds. All the biosensor solutions 

tested with the nine serovars of S. enterica showed a visible 

color change from pinkish-red to light purplish solution 

(Figure 4A, I–X). Spectrophotometry analysis of all nine 

biosensor samples showed a wavelength shift from an ini-

tial 525 nm to approximately 600 nm, which indicated the 

aggregation of the Au NP due to hybridization between the 

biosensor DNA probes and the target DNA (Figure 4C). 

Serovars S. typhi and S. typhimurium showed a primary 

wavelength peak at 600 nm followed by a secondary peak at 

570 nm (Figure 4C), whereas S. heidelberg, S. stanley, and 

S. weltevreden observed a wavelength peak at 623 nm 

with a secondary peak at 600 nm (Figure 4C). Almost all 

the S. enterica serovars showed a minor wavelength peak 

at 570 nm (Figure 4C). These appearances of multiple 

wavelength peaks could be attributed to the varying sizes 

of the GO-DNA sheets present within the biosensor solu-

tion. This causes the diversity in aggregation of the Au 

NP-DNA, which is spread throughout the entire biosensor 

solution and not localized onto a single point, thus giving 

out multiple wavelength peaks rather than a single peak with 

200 nm 200 nm

100 nm 50 nm

A B

C D

Figure 3 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy images of the formation of nanocomplex structures between the biosensor detection platforms of Au NP-DNA 
and GO-DNA with the addition of the invA gene target through DNa hybridization.
Notes: (A) aggregation of au NP onto a tiny fragmented graphene oxide sheet. (B) aggregation of au NP onto a large sheet of graphene oxide. (C) Au NP-GO aggregation 
visualized at 100 nm magnification (D) Au NP-GO aggregation visualized at 50 nm magnification.
Abbreviations: au NP, gold nanoparticle; gO, graphene oxide.
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Figure 4 Specificity analysis of the biosensor in elucidating a color change in the detection of various Salmonella enterica sp.
Notes: (A) Visual observation of the biosensor color change with the addition of complementary invA gene target from (I) Salmonella typhi, (II) Salmonella covallis, (III) Salmonella 
heidelberg, (IV) Salmonella typhimurium, (V) Salmonella enteritidis, (VI) Salmonella paratyphi, (VII) Salmonella stanley, (VIII) Salmonella weltevreden, (IX) Salmonella choleraesuis, and 
(X) without the addition of any DNa target. (B) Gel electrophoresis visualization result on the confirmation of invA gene detection within the Salmonella enterica sp. serovars. 
(C) spectrophotometry analysis of the biosensor solution on the detection of multiple serovars of S. enterica.

the spectrophotometry analysis. The success in detection of 

the invA gene with all nine S. enterica serovars using the bio-

sensors was further collaborated with a conventional experi-

mentation with agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 4B). All 

the tested samples were positively identified with the invA 

gene, thus confirming the ability of the biosensor to detect 

various pathogenic serovars of S. enterica.

The second specificity experimentation involved the use 

of eight non-Salmonella bacterial samples to analyze the 

effectiveness of the biosensor in distinguishing its target from 

other samples. The bacterial species used were Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, Vibrio cholera, Vibrio parahaemolyticus, Vibrio 

proteolyticus, Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, 

Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Streptococcus pneumoniae, 

while S. typhi was the chosen positive target to be used in 

comparison. The same PCR process as that followed for the 

S. enterica serovars was employed on the cultured bacterial 

samples in the amplification of the invA gene. Approximately, 

10 µL of 0.5 µM of the DNA target from the non-Salmonella 

bacterial samples was added separately into each biosensor 

solution and heated at 95°C for 30 seconds. Visual inspec-

tion of the biosensor samples revealed that there were no 
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observable color changes when compared to the original solu-

tion of the biosensor, thus remaining pinkish-red (Figure 5A,  

II–X). The biosensor solution containing the gene target 

from S. enterica showed a color change to light purplish, 

thus indicating the presence of the invA gene (Figure 5A, I). 

Spectrophotometry analysis supported the visual observation 

with the final wavelength peak at 525 nm for all the eight 

bacterial samples in accordance to the biosensor solution 

without the addition of any complementary gene target 

(Figure 5C). The addition of the S. typhi gene target into the 

biosensor solution gave an immediate change in wavelength 

peak from 525 nm to 605 nm, thus indicating the detection 

Figure 5 Specificity analysis of the biosensor in elucidating a color change only in the presence of Salmonella enterica sp. with no color change in the presence of other 
bacterial species. 
Notes: (A) Visual observation of the biosensor color change with the addition of (I) invA gene target, (II) without the addition of any DNa target material and noncomplementary 
DNa target from (III) Pseudomonas aeruginosa, (IV) Vibrio cholera, (V) Vibrio parahaemolyticus, (VI) Vibrio proteolyticus, (VII) Staphylococcus aureus, (VIII) Escherichia coli, 
(IX) Klebsiella pneumoniae, and (X) Streptococcus pneumoniae. (B) Confirmation result of the biosensor specificity analysis through conventional gel electrophoresis method. 
(C) Spectrophotometry analysis on the biosensor solution with the addition of various bacterial species for specificity analysis on detection.
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of the invA gene. Using conventional detection methods of 

agarose gel electrophoresis, the results showed that the pres-

ence of the invA gene was not detected in the eight bacterial 

DNA samples, while it was only present in the S. typhi DNA 

sample (Figure 5B). In conclusion, the biosensor was proven 

able to distinguish and detect S. enterica from other bacterial 

species through simple visual observation. The wavelength 

analyses on both specificity experimentation with individual 

serovars of S. enterica and other bacterial species yielded 

a relative standard deviation of 8.2% from a series of four 

repetitive experimentations.

sensitivity analysis
The limit of detection for the biosensor is an important 

factor in determining the range of effectiveness. In this 

experimentation, the limit of detection for the biosensor 

was determined through the use of multiple concentrations 

of complementary gene target. Analysis was done through a 

dual confirmation process, which involved a shift in wave-

length peak in spectrophotometry analysis and observable 

color change of the biosensor solution from pinkish-red 

to light purplish. The limit of detection for the biosensor 

through its final color change was found to be at 0.98 nM 

of DNA target (Figure 6A, X), while with the addition of 

0.49 nM of the gene target, the biosensor solution remained 

pinkish-red without any change (Figure 6A, XI). The rest of 

the solution with the addition of the gene target concentra-

tion ranging from 0.5 µM to 1.96 nM showed an observable 

change from pinkish-red to a purplish solution (Figure 6A, 

I–X). Spectrophotometry analysis also supports the visual 

observation of the biosensor color change. The final shift 

in wavelength was detected with the addition of 0.98 nM of 

gene target (Figure 6B). All concentrations from 0.5 µM to 

0.98 nM of the gene target showed a primary wavelength 

Figure 6 sensitivity analysis of the biosensor in elucidating a color change with the minimal amount of target gene required.
Notes: (A) Visual observation of the color changing ability by the biosensor solution with the addition of differing concentrations of invA gene target of (I) 0.5 µM, 
(II) 0.25 µM, (III) 0.125 µM, (IV) 62.5 nM, (V) 31.25 nM, (VI) 15.62 nM, (VII) 7.81 nM, (VIII) 3.91 nM, (IX) 1.96 nM, (X) 0.98 nM, and (XI) 0.49 nM. (B) spectrophotometry 
analysis of the biosensor solution with varying concentration levels of DNa target for sensitivity determination.
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peak at 602 nm, a shift from an initial wavelength peak of 

525 nm. While with the addition of 0.49 nM of gene target 

into the biosensor solution, a slight shift from 525 nm to 

530 nm was detected but a slightly smaller secondary peak 

at 602 nm was also observed (Figure 6B). The appearance 

of the secondary peak at 602 nm confirms that the miniscule 

amount of gene target introduced into the biosensor solution 

managed to hybridize with both detection platforms, thus 

causing the aggregation of Au NP-DNA onto the surface 

of the GO-DNA sheet. But with the majority amount of Au 

NP-DNA still being free floating, the larger peak at 530 nm 

indicates that the Au NP-DNA is still in its dispersed form; 

in a visually observed perspective, the solution appears 

to be pinkish-red even though hybridization between the 

DNA target and detection platforms occurred. As seen in 

Figure 6B, the DNA target concentrations of 31.25 nM and 

7.81 nM indicate the presence of secondary wavelength peaks 

at 630 nm and 640 nm. The appearances of these secondary 

peaks could be explained due to the uneven sheet size of 

the GO particle during production. The presence of larger 

GO-DNA sheets causes the majority of the Au NP-DNA to 

aggregate onto a single sheet when compared to the aggrega-

tion on to numerous smaller GO-DNA sheets for the same 

effect. The aggregation of Au NP-DNA onto smaller GO-

DNA sheets produces numerous complex formations of these 

biosensor nanoparticles, which are negatively charged; thus, 

this increases the van der Waals force of repulsion between 

individual complexes, giving a wavelength peak at 600 nm. 

The aggregation of Au NP-DNA onto larger GO-DNA sheets 

effectively reduces the repulsive force between each other 

due to the lesser amount of negatively charged particles pres-

ent, thus the appearance of much higher wavelength peaks 

at 630 nm and 640 nm. In summary, the lowest detection 

limit for the biosensor in the detection of S. enterica was at  

0.98 nM of DNA target with visual observation of the color 

change together with confirmation from spectrophotometry 

analysis. A series of four repetitive spectrophotometry 

analyses on the sensitivity experimentation yielded a relative 

standard deviation of 8.5%.

Overview of biosensor efficiency 
and limitation
The novelty in the design of this biosensor is based on the 

complex nanostructure formed. The introduction of comple-

mentary gene target into the biosensor solution forms a cross-

linking mechanism through DNA hybridization between the 

Au NP-DNA and GO-DNA platforms, thus forming a complex 

nanostructure as illustrated in Figure 2 and observed through 

HRTEM (Figure 4). The efficiency in its design is based on 

the observable and clear color change of the biosensor from a 

pinkish-red solution to light purplish in the event of positive 

detection of S. enterica, while other colorimetric-based sen-

sors are focusing on the microarray dots in detection.18 The 

use of DNA as a probe and detection target rather than the 

common method of antibody-conjugated Au NP11,37 provides 

a much more specific and sensitive result, thus lowering 

the detection limit drastically. The use of GO nanoparticles 

within the biosensor system also reduces the amount of Au 

NP required by half when compared to other systems pres-

ent due to the ability of the GO to function as an effective 

aggregation platform rather than the more conventional Au 

to Au NP aggregation mechanism.38 The two-dimensional 

nature of GO also provides an ideal wide surface area for the 

attachment of longer DNA sequences without entanglement, 

as required in the detection of specific gene targets. This also 

improves the color change quality from pinkish-red to light 

purplish due to the symmetrical attachment of the Au NP 

probe onto the edges of the GO sheets. This provides the 

ample space required for DNA hybridization to occur rather 

than the current Au to Au NP system, which creates a densely 

packed attachment of the detection probe on the surface, thus 

preventing DNA hybridization between all available probes to 

its DNA target. The major achievement of the biosensor sys-

tem in the detection of S. enterica is by eliminating the need 

to run agarose gel electrophoresis in conventional methods 

as detection is seen through visual observation in 30 seconds 

rather than in an hour.39 In this paper the biosensor was paired 

with the conventional PCR method for the extraction of invA 

genes with an overall process length under an hour, but the 

biosensor solution could be used in tandem with other gene 

extraction or amplification techniques such as loop-mediated 

AMPlification,40 thus further strengthening the use of this 

biosensor system as an endpoint visual detection tool. With 

a detection limit of approximately 1 nM (approximately 

105 CFU/mL) of targeted invA gene, the biosensor might 

not be on par with other complex methods such as electro-

chemical41 at 143 cells/mL, quartz crystal microbalance42 at 

10–20 CFU/mL, and immunoassays43 at 7–10 CFU/mL, but 

its detection rate makes it an ideal rapid visualization tool 

in conjunction with PCR to be deployed in field laboratories 

lacking advance diagnostic devices. The true limitation to 

the device is its specificity to detecting S. enterica but not 

being able to differentiate between its serovars. In essence, 

the biosensor is being developed as an affordable disposable 

system in which each sample requires a single unit, with an 

estimated cost of 0.25 USD per unit.
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Conclusion
In summary, the colorimetric-based biosensor performed 

successfully in the detection of S. enterica through specific 

invA gene detection, which was visually observed through a 

simple color change, thus proving that the application of the 

dual nanoparticles platform is an effective endpoint visualiza-

tion device capable of replacing the conventional agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Further studies are currently been carried out 

to further refine the detection limit of the entire system.
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